
 

 

EFAC BoD Meeting 

08-16-2016 

6:30-7:30pm  

Attendees: Sharon Anson, Kara Lusby, Dick Presser, Suzi Montivoni, Lindsey Grossnickle 

Location:  Teleconference 

Topics: 

Minutes 

 7/19/16 Minutes were approved 

 7/27/16 Minutes were approved 

 Need to modify 8/4/16 Minutes 

101A Appeal 

Randy Morgan, who is the legal representation for the Watkins family attended the call to appeal EFAC’s 

decision that 101A is not to be a transferred pier, but an open pier for assignment from the waiting list.  

Randy used  15 minutes to present the situation to the Board and the directors are permitted to ask 

questions.  Randy stated although the property sale occurred 12 years ago, there is no time limit to 

request a transfer and that the previous owner (Marta Taylor) misrepresented her property in not 

disclosing that there was a pier assignment for lot 28.  Randy was asked to submit a written version of 

the appeal and EFAC would re-vote.  EFAC’s original position on the matter is contained in previous EFAC 

meeting minutes. 

Shoreline Observations 

 Assignment 54/Turner has not followed EFAC’s instructions to remove a minimum of 4 feet of 

his assignment on the east side of his shoreline.  EFAC unanimously supported the 2nd notice to 

be sent to Turner (per the EFAC enforcement policy). 

 It was also brought to the attention of EFAC that an unauthorized individual had been parking 

their boat on multiple offshore shoreline piers as well as the community pier.  The individual 

was identified as a resident of Epworth Forest (G. Dixon) that does not have an approved pier 

assignment.  EFAC notified DNR with the boat registration number and is waiting to hear what 

action they will be taking. 

EFAC Neutral (5th) Board Member 

Lindsey Grossnickle will have completed her term serving on the EFAC board on September 1, 2016.  

EFAC is currently in the process of identifying potential candidates.  One candidate was 

identified/recommended by Lindsey.  Sharon met with this individual who is a family practice lawyer in 

Whitley County at Bloomgate and Whiteleather.  The rate would be the same as Lindsey, $150 an hour.  



 

 

Suzi stated that she was contacting another potential candidate and would let EFAC know the name 

once she received confirmation of interest in serving on the Board.  EFAC needs to talk with all 

candidates and then ultimately vote on the 5th Director.  EFAC would like to identify an individual by the 

EFAC Members Annual meeting.   

Administrative 

 Invoice for $195 to Lindsey Grossnickle approved 

 Pier transfer acknowledged for Tonya Willis, who bought Jim Hall’s property with assignment 

ME01 at the Community Pier. 

Community Pier 

An application to DNR for group piers at the end of 2nd Trail was submitted and adjacent owners were 

notified per the DNR requirements.  EFAC will await DNR to contact them to discuss the proposal.  The 

process could take several months before approval. 

Website Updates 

 Revisions to the Enforcement Policy were sent out by Dick for review prior to posting on 

efpier.org.  Further review is necessary prior to approval. 

 A draft of the Appeal Process was sent out for review as well and Kara and Sharon asked for 

more time to review as well. 

Next Meeting: TBD 


